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Abstract
The Records of the Bureau of Indian Affairs 1793-1989, (Record Group 75), has long
provided researchers the opportunity to examine the U.S. government’s efforts to assimilate
American Indians into Euro-American culture during the late 19th and early-mid 20th centuries.
Current internet technology easily provides access to an important data source within Record
Group 75 known as “The Indian Census Rolls, 1885-1940.” This data source has enormous
potential for researchers as it is perhaps the only annually collected individual and family level
data pertaining to American Indians alive during this time period. Yet before embarking on such
projects, researchers should first attempt to gain an understanding of the underlying
methodologies that produced the resulting American Indian Census Roll data. Currently
available publications have tended, and understandably so, to overgeneralize the protocol as well
as many of the implementation issues faced by the data collection project during its more than
half-century of existence. The BIA provided a great deal of instruction to the BIA agents
expected to produce the completed forms using a variety of methods i.e., circulars and directives,
question by question instructions that appeared in memos or on the back of the census form, and
instructions printed on the front of the form. I examine how these individual sources as well as
relationships between them may have influenced the resulting census data itself. Such
investigations are important for helping to interpret the information recorded on the censuses,
and currently much of that methodology has not yet been digitized for internet use.
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Introduction
Access to the Records of the Bureau of Indian Affairs 1793-1989, (Record Group 75),
has long provided researchers the opportunity to examine the U.S. government’s efforts to
assimilate American Indians into Euro-American culture during the late 19th and early-mid 20th
centuries. However until relatively recently, records contained in this resource have been
unavailable to all but those having motivation to visit the National Archives and Records
Administration (NARA) in Washington, D.C., one of their Federal Records Centers, or by
travelling to one or more of the special collections held by various entities across the country
including State Historical Societies, private libraries, and religious centers. While many records
in this collection are still only available through these means, digitization and subsequent
distribution of others through microfiche and internet access has allowed individuals to tap into
this important resource with greater ease than ever before.
As a result, one easily accessible internet data source within Record Group 75 is known
as “The Indian Census Rolls, 1885-1940.” This data source has enormous potential for
researchers as it is perhaps the only annually collected individual and family level data pertaining
to American Indians alive during this time period. The project spanned more than five decades
with each census roll year containing at a minimum, basic annual demographic information
about individual American Indians who were members of tribes considered by the U.S.
government to be under its jurisdiction. The census rolls are arranged by tribe and year of
collection and are available on a number of paid subscription websites including Ancestry, and
Fold3, on free access sites such as Access Genealogy, Family Search, or by viewing on
microfilm. Researchers can and have used this information at the aggregate level to describe
marriage, household and fertility patterns amongst particular tribes (see Esnor 2003, Sattler and
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Hoxie 1992; Shoemaker 1992), but by and large much of the literature concerning Bureau of
Indian Affairs (BIA) Annual American Indian Census data thus far has been descriptive in nature
or has discussed it in the context of where to locate American Indian research materials (Gibson
1960, Hadley 1957, Hill 1965, Hoy 2015, Meister 1980, National Archives Records
Administration 2014, Ryan 1975).
Since these census records are now easily available to anyone desirous of using them, it is
reasonable to assume that researchers studying American Indian life in the late 19th – early 20th
centuries will take advantage of this opportunity to incorporate the information contained within
them into their programs of research. Much knowledge concerning the time period can be
gained since the data allow for analyses in the aggregate, at the family level, and even linked at
the individual and family levels across time and space. Yet before embarking on such projects,
researchers should first attempt to gain an understanding of the underlying methodologies that
produced the resulting American Indian Census Roll data. The BIA provided a great deal of
instruction to the BIA agents charged with filling out those forms. These instructions were
communicated to the agents using a variety of methods i.e., circulars and directives, question by
question instructions that appeared in memos or on the back of the census form, and instructions
printed on the front of the form. To my knowledge, there has been little examination of these
sources and how relationships between them may have influenced the resulting census data itself.
Such investigations are important for helping to interpret the information recorded on the
censuses, and currently much of that methodology has not yet been digitized for internet use.
Renewed interest in utilizing the annual BIA census records to examine social change amongst
American Indians (see Thornton and Young-DeMarco 2017, and Gordner 2020), demonstrates a
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clear need for researchers to acquire more in-depth knowledge of the relationships between the
instruction methods that ultimately produced these census records.
Initially this paper was intended solely as an examination of the BIA circulars and
directives relative to the yearly enumeration of American Indian tribes and their enrollees during
the period spanning from 1885-1940. The paper was motivated by the belief that these circulars
and directives might contain documentation that would reveal why the censuses were being
collected, how they were to be conducted, on which dates they were to be collected, who should
be included in the enumerations, and which variables were to be collected. The National
Archives Microfilm Publication M1121, Records of the Bureau of Indian Affairs Procedural
Issuances: Orders and Circulars 1885-1955 were originally seen as providing the primary source
of data.
Fulfilling the initial aims of the paper using just this single data source proved to be
difficult because as the investigation progressed it became apparent that there were other factors
at work that served to either reinforce or contradict the instructions communicated by the BIA
circulars and directives – namely the actual census forms, the instructions found on the back of
those forms, and the actions of the BIA agents themselves. Once all factors were taken into
consideration, it became far more challenging to describe the methodology of and expectations
for the BIA Annual American Indian Census program in a straightforward manner. Currently
available publications have tended, and understandably so, to overgeneralize the protocol as well
as many of the implementation issues faced by the data collection project during its more than
half-century of existence. Consequently, while I had not initially intended to consider all of
these different data sources, it quickly became obvious that I needed to in order to fully
comprehend the purpose, expectations, and actual realization of the BIA Annual American
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Indian Census program objectives. Such consideration is important for understanding how these
various sources both compliment and contradict one another and what implications these
relationships might have for those interested in studying annual American Indian BIA census
data collected during this time period.
Therefore in addition to addressing the initial aims described above, this paper provides
an examination of the fifty-six year relationship between the Records of the Bureau of Indian
Affairs Procedural Issuances: Orders and Circulars 1854-1955, the blank census forms and when
available, their accompanying question by question objectives. Only general observations will
be made concerning how these sources were interpreted and subsequently implemented by
individual BIA agents as those investigations are still ongoing, must be conducted at an agency
level, and the magnitude of such a task is beyond the scope of this paper.
Some past descriptions of the BIA Annual Census Program have organized and discussed
its components according to subject matter (see National Archives Records Administration
2014). The investigations in this paper are conducted in single year increments or within time
periods thought to be generalizable in order to more easily show relationships between protocol
sources. First I begin with a discussion of the types of American Indian lists collected by the
United States government prior to the program’s inception and then discuss the initial
implementation of the BIA Annual American Indian Census Program in 1885. This section will
also address questions raised earlier as to the initial purposes of and methodologies established
for the program during that first year. Then I will briefly discuss the kinds of variables collected
by the censuses over the lifetime of the program in order to illustrate the potential research
opportunities afforded by this body of information. Next I will turn to an overview of
adjustments made to the BIA Annual American Indian Census program after its initial
5

implementation, moving on to an in-depth discussion of the adjustments themselves, the methods
used to integrate them into the program, and data quality issues that may have resulted when the
protocol sources conflicted. Throughout these discussions the reader may find it helpful to refer
to the actual census materials; a compilation of BIA Circulars specific to the census program and
examples of the yearly filled out forms with their question by question objectives appear in
Appendix A.
American Indian Censuses and Lists Collected Prior to 1885
Although the BIA Annual Census itself did not officially begin until 1885, there is
evidence that censuses were being conducted on tribes for a number of reasons well before that
date. An unnumbered circular issued in 1876 calls for a census to be taken for the purposes of
distributing subsistence supplies. Such censuses were collected at the family level, and each line
represented a family. Information included the name of the head of each family along with the
total number of individuals belonging to that family unit. Another circular issued by the Office of
Indian Affairs1 (OIA) in March of 1877 further stated that agents were to keep concise records of
the tribes from year-to-year using officially distributed “Annuity Pay-Rolls” that again were
collected at the family level, listing the names of each member of that family with the family
head listed first. Individuals on the list who were entitled to per capita payments were to be
numbered consecutively beginning with “1”. Agents were to insist that actual names of the
children be provided and were instructed to record “son” or “daughter” if they were unable to
obtain the person’s name?. Individuals who had died since the previous year’s census were to
appear for the last time on this current census with the date of death, and similarly, those joining

1

The Office of Indian Affairs was renamed the Bureau of Indian Affairs in 1947. Most archival sources use the
current title but I use the titles interchangeably.
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the census as infants since the previous year were to have their dates of birth listed. Lines were
to be left blank between families in order to have space to update family member additions.
There is also some evidence that the government kept track of some bands or tribes with prisoner
of war lists, particularly in American Indian Territory (Pearson, 2008). Since it appears that a
number of lists were being produced for a variety of purposes, it is plausible to surmise that at
least one motivation for implementing the BIA Annual American Indian Census may have been
to consolidate these disparate sources into one multi-purpose entity.
Initiation of the BIA Annual American Indian Census
The call for an annual American Indian Census was enacted by Congress via the Act of
July 4, 1884, (23 Stat. 76, 98). The Act itself was lengthy and the section calling for annual
census information was very brief and instructed that the data be reported in tabular form (i.e.,
number of males above age 18, number of females above age 14, etc.) rather than in list format.
Evidently the text was interpreted more broadly by the OIA as evidenced by a directive issued on
April 6, 1885, (Circular 148), that announced the implementation of an annual American Indian
census program to be conducted by each BIA agent for his respective agency or reservation that
would occur each year on June 30.

An example of what the census should look like was

included in the directive, although specific instructions for how to record each piece of
information were not furnished to the agent. According to the example, each American Indian
was to be listed within his/her family unit by American Indian name and English name, gender,
age, and what appeared to be his/her hierarchical relationship within that unit. In the example
shown for relationship, the male considered to be at the top of the hierarchy was listed first as
“Father”, followed by his spouse listed as “Wife”, and then all remaining family unit members.
American Indians listed as living by themselves had no information recorded in the relationship
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variable. There were no examples or instructions for how to record relationships for family units
comprised of other combinations, i.e. women and children only, adult siblings only, etc. The
example also shows that each American Indian appearing on the census was numbered
consecutively.
No instructions for how to label the census itself appeared in this directive, so it appears
that in at least the first year of its collection agents were free to label the document as they saw
fit. Although a directive instructing agents to record reservation name, state, and month/day/year
of the census at the top of the form has not been located, such information began to appear on
completed censuses beginning in 1886. Moreover, a standardized printed form on which to
record the census was not issued until 1889, so prior to that collection the agents constructed the
forms by hand sometimes resulting in varying column label names, i.e. “English Name” vs
“Christian Name”, items that may have been inadvertently excluded from the data collection,
and/or variations to the order in which some of the columns appeared on the handwritten form.
Variables Collected by the BIA Annual American Indian Census Program
Table 1 is a compilation of the variables collected by the program from 1885-1940. Each
row represents a unit of information, and the columns indicate in which time period the variable
was collected. The letter “A” in the cell denotes when the variable was initially introduced into
the program; an “X” represents a continuation of its collection. Cells containing the letter “D”
indicate the time period when certain variables were dropped from the data collection as the
program progressed.
We see from Table 1 that the program collected a large number of variables, and many
were collected in one form or another across the entire life of the project. Basic demographic
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variables falling into that category include name, sex, age, and relationship to head. Other
variables collected less often but useful when attempting to link individuals across time include
the person’s current and past year’s line number, the maiden names for ever married women,
allotment and other identification numbers, and post office addresses for those not living on the
reservation. Also collected in later years are variables concerning an individual’s blood quantum
and tribe (which may differ from the tribal heading noted at the top of the form). Taken as a
whole, variables such as these provide substantial information to study social processes amongst
American Indians during this period of U.S. government sponsored mass acculturation.
Overview of Adjustments to the BIA Annual American Indian Census Program
Table 2 examines each individual year of the BIA Annual American Indian Census
Program through 19392 and indicates whether any adjustment to protocol occurred during that
year. Years experiencing a change have “X”s noted in the appropriate protocol change type
columns, which for the purposes of this paper are defined as adjustments to methodology, stated
purpose, appearance of the census form itself, and changes to the variables being collected.
Column 1 denotes the census year, and columns 2-5 indicate the type of protocol adjustment that
was made. Adjustments to methodology (Column 2) included such things as how to conduct the
enumeration, whom to include in the census, how to format the census list, and when the census
should occur. Years found to have documentation communicating the actual purpose of the
census are noted in Column 3. Column 4 indicates which years saw a physical change to the
census forms, and Column 5 documents which years had variables added and/or deleted as well
as any years where a variable had its unit of measurement changed. Single years or ranges of

2

At the present time, the BIA has not released American Indian Census records for 1940
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years where no adjustment to the protocol occurred are shaded in gray across their associated
columns.
By and large Table 2 tells us that the majority of years (59%) during the 54-year period
examined had enumerations that were conducted without any adjustment to the protocol
followed during the preceding year. This finding is important since it has positive implications
relative to overall BIA Census data quality and consistency. The longest period of stability, 18
years, occurred relatively early in the program (1890-1907), followed by a five-year span (19221926), two 2-year spans (1887-1888 and1909-1910) and five single year periods (1912, 1914,
1918, 1934, and 1939).
We also see from Table 2 that 22 years (41%) of all census years examined contained
some sort of change to at least one aspect of the protocol. A total of 40 separate protocol
adjustment types were identified across these 22 years. Eighteen of the changes (45%) came
from changes to the variables being collected – i.e. adding new ones, dropping others, or unit of
measurement changes to existing variables. Twenty-seven percent of the adjustments were due to
differences in stated methodology, and 20% were attributed to physical changes to the form.
Only three occurrences (8% of the total number of changes) could be attributed to a change in
stated purpose.
Detailed View of Adjustments to the BIA Annual American Indian Census Program
Table 3 was constructed from Table 2, and its purpose is twofold. First, Table 3 parses
out each specific adjustment to protocol in the years originally identified by Table 2. Table 3
then documents which mechanisms (BIA circular/directive, census form, question by question
instruction) were used to implement the protocol adjustment into the census program itself. This
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method should provide important information both about the ways changes to the census
program were communicated to the BIA agents in charge of producing the enumerations as well
as how effective the mechanisms for communicating protocol change may have been. The
results of Table 3 will first be discussed in general, and then in detail by time periods.
Like Table 2, the first column of Table 3 identifies the BIA American Indian census year,
but Table 3 only includes BIA American Indian census years that experienced some sort of
adjustment to the protocol. Therefore, twenty-one of the years falling within the BIA Census
time period are closely examined in this table. For each year listed in Column 1, Column 2
identifies the type(s) of change that occurred to the protocol that year (Method, Stated Purpose,
Form Change, Variables) and Column 3 describes each change in detail. Columns 4-6 are used
to denote with an “X”, the means by which each corresponding change during that year was
introduced into the existing protocol – via circulars and directives issued by the BIA, by
adjusting the census form itself, and through changes to the question by question objectives
issued on the reverse side of the census form.

Note that the number of mechanisms used to

communicate a given change can vary with some changes being implemented by only one
mechanism and others by two or three mechanisms. In a number of cases, the use of just one
mechanism (the BIA directive) to add variables to the enumeration exercise was probably not
nearly as effective as issuing the directive and revising the census form. Moreover, issuing the
directive, revising the census form, and adding an instruction would have probably led to the
most optimal level of implementation. That being said, protocol adjustments like revising the
form so that the single column used to record “NAME” was split into two columns labelled
“Surname” and “Given Name” were likely to have been effectively implemented through the use
of just one mechanism.
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We see that 79 separate changes to BIA Census protocol were documented from 1886
through 1939 and occurred during one of the years appearing in Table 3. Documentation became
more difficult to locate after 1935, so it is possible that some changes occurring during this time
period have been overlooked. Nevertheless Table 3 contains at the very least, a relatively
complete summary of protocol changes throughout the life of the program. Just one or two
protocol changes per year were detected for nearly two-thirds of the years displayed in this table.
The greatest number of changes were implemented during the 1930 enumeration (16), followed
by thirteen changes in 1929. Eight changes were recorded in 1938, six changes in 1916, five
changes in 1933, and three changes each during 1920 and 1936. When the fourteen years of
minimal change (1-2 changes per year) are taken into account along with the 33 years
documenting no change in protocol, eighty-seven percent of the census years examined enjoyed
relative stability in terms of program protocol. This is certainly encouraging information for
those wishing to analyze these data both by individual years and across time, although one must
keep in mind that protocol stability is just one measure of census data quality and that all
censuses contain errors of some sort despite best efforts to circumvent them. Next I will turn to
discussing the census protocols within generalizable time spans.
BIA Annual American Indian Census Protocols from 1886-1915
The census format appears to have remained much the same from its inception through
1910. I was unable to locate any directives from the OIA pertaining to changes in protocol
between 1886 and 1915, although such directives may exist. According to a description of the
BIA census program issued by the U.S. National Archives Records Administration, a 1902
directive allowed for the translation of an American Indian name into an English name if the
former was too difficult to pronounce and this may have had some impact on how agents
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recorded names on the census (National Archives 2014). Prior to 1885, agents compiling
voucher lists had been instructed that “This list must contain the name of the Indian in his native
language and if possible, its English translation, and especial care must be taken to have the list
of names complete, and each name correctly spelled, and each letter so plainly written that there
need be no mistake about it” (Circular 6, 1878); therefore it is reasonable to assume this
recording method was practiced for at least the first few years of the annual census program, as
well. Nevertheless, it appears some important adjustments to the form itself occurred during that
time period, and if in reality very few or no directives accompanied these adjustments, the
manner in which the changes were implemented by the agents may vary somewhat.
By 1886, more detailed information about the census itself was being recorded at the top
of the form and now included the reservation name, the state in which it was located, and the
month, day, and year of the census. An important move towards standardization of the
information collected was accomplished beginning with the 1889 collection when an actual
printed census form, Form 5-128, was distributed for use by each of the reporting agents. While
the information collected about each individual remained unchanged, the header information was
expanded to include the Tribe name, the name of the agency, and the name of the agent. Prior to
1904, the enumerations were normally hand written by someone in the agency; thereafter
agencies began to shift to producing typed census records, helping to standardize legibility both
within and across the individual agencies. Starting with the 1908 collection, Form 5-128
contained a spot to list the agent’s official title as well. The column label “AGE” was replaced
with “DATE OF BIRTH” starting in 1915.
An especially important innovation to the census form was realized in 1911 with the
addition of a column on Form 5-128 that created the ability to link information across time for
13

each American Indian named in these censuses. This new column called for the agent to record
the assigned line number from the previous census year for each individual listed on the current
year census form. While this extra piece of information allowed the OIA to keep track of
individuals with increased efficiency, presently it also provides a useful opportunity to
researchers and others interested in understanding the lives of American Indians at the individual
level during the time period covered by the BIA Annual American Indian Censuses.
Unfortunately, a preliminary examination of some filled out BIA census forms has revealed that
not all BIA agents used the newly issued census form that year and therefore, the ability to link
records using that variable will not be possible for all tribes if the researcher wants to use 1911 as
a starting point. More about this linking innovation and subsequent threats to its proper
implementation will be discussed in a later section of this paper.
BIA Annual American Indian Census Protocols from 1916-1928
Although the American Indian Census Form 5-128 itself remained unchanged until 1929,
a flurry of directives were issued by the BIA from 1916 through 1928 that added new measures
and/or changes in protocol to what was already being collected. This meant the agent was
responsible not only for reading and understanding each of these directives, but for implementing
revised protocols and collecting new variables all while using a census form that had not been
redesigned to accommodate the numerous changes. Whereas the Bureau had taken an important
step towards standardization of the census collection when it issued an official typeset American
Indian Census form in 1889, its actions during the 1916-1928 period may have served to
decrease overall census protocol standardization between the agents, and may have also affected
the quality of the new measures being collected relative to completeness as well as content. And
indeed, while analyses of BIA census data quality relative to differences in implementation by
14

the agencies is outside the scope of this paper, preliminary research involving several agencies
has indicated there may be some agency variation both in terms of methodology and quality
relating to some of the measures added to the enumeration exercise.
Table 3 lists each of the variables (ids, birthdates and death dates, allotment numbers, and
blood quantum) that were to be added to the data collection without benefit of a redesigned form
during this 1916-1928 period. Since the census forms themselves had not been updated, agents
tended to record the new information where ever they could even if BIA instructions stated
otherwise, often by using columns that were meant to record different variables. Sometimes the
agent used the same column to record multiple pieces of information throughout the
enumeration; for example, some agents used the “Indian Name” column for the purpose of
recording American Indian names, allotment numbers, and birth and death dates.
A number of changes to methodological practices relative to population coverage and
census list construction occurred during this same time period, were communicated via BIA
circular alone, and are documented in Table 3. Amongst them was an adjustment to who should
be included in the population coverage – all American Indians under the agent’s charge (Circular
1106) as opposed to just those at the agent’s agency or on the reservation (Circular 148).
Circular 1604 issued on April 20, 1920 also provided for the first time, an actual stated purpose
for the enumeration – that of being the basis for determining property rights of each American
Indian enrolled in the tribe. Beginning in 1927, population recapitulation sheets accompanied
the blank census forms sent to each agent and Circular 2316 directed agents to complete and
return them to Washington DC with the filled out census forms.
Prior to 1916, no directives have been discovered that contain instructions relating to the
method of the enumeration process itself. Were the agents meant to go out each year on the
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specified date to collect information from American Indians face-to-face before recording
individual names on the list, did the agents work off of existing agency records, did
representatives of the tribe provide the desired information, were the censuses to be produced in
other strategies, or were a combination of strategies used to produce them? While
documentation of early expectations for enumeration methods may be unavailable, and indeed
may have never been spelled out, it does seem clear from OIA Circular 1106 issued on April 13,
1916 that the agents were offered a shortcut method by which to produce their lists. Specifically,
it stated that “Once the census having been taken, it would seem that by the addition of births
and deductions of deaths, and noting changes of permanent residence, the census can be kept up
to date without any great effort”, implying that it was acceptable for the agent to submit an
updated census based upon the census submitted from the previous year. Note however, that this
statement appears more as a suggestion rather than a requirement, and that it may be impossible
to ever know with certainty how agents produced their annual enumerations.
BIA Annual American Indian Census Protocol in 1929
Discussion of changes to protocol has thus far been fairly straightforward since nearly all
changes up until 1929 were at most, communicated by just one protocol. Adjustments to the
1929 BIA Annual American Indian Census are somewhat more complicated to sort out since
1929 was the only year in which a new protocol was introduced, and where some change types
were not communicated via the mechanism used in previous years. Therefore in this section of
the paper, my discussion is organized by which protocol(s) communicated the change to the
agents and does not necessarily follow the order in which the changes are listed in Table 3 for
that year. I will first detail adjustments communicated by BIA directive/circular, followed by
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those conveyed through physical adjustment to the form, and then will discuss the introduction
of the question by question objectives and definitions protocol.
Circulars 2509 and 2570 issued on 11/3/1928 and 3/22/29 respectively, contained more
precise instructions about population coverage than had been previously communicated and are
detailed in Table 3. All changes to the tribal rolls needed to be noted, including listing babies
who were born and then died during the fiscal year. Circular 2509 also directed that children
away at boarding school be listed on the census; prior to this it is unclear whether or not they
were enumerated by the agents. The suggestion dated back in 1916 that the current census be
based upon changes from the previous year was rendered obsolete by Circular 2509 which stated
“It is essential that the census rolls be based on actual enumerations of the population, and that
birth and death reports be kept current.” Exact birth dates were to be recorded for babies’ born
and still living since the previous census, in order to determine inheritance rights. In addition,
the Bureau added a directive to collect at least one sort of identification number for each
individual (allotment, annuity, or ID) in an attempt to gain the capacity for linking individuals
across the other types of lists in which they might appear.
BIA directives circulated for that year also announced the issuance of a new Form 5-128
that actually contained enough columns to collect all of the measures added to the census during
the previous twelve years and discussed the types of changes made to it. The forms themselves
sustained a number of changes not discussed by circular, including the addition on the back of a
new communication protocol, a formatting switch from “portrait” to “landscape” presentation,
changes to how the English name was to be recorded and the addition of a new variable -- the
individual’s “marital condition.”
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One important change introduced in 1929 to the BIA American Indian Census program
protocol was the introduction of question-by-question definitions and objectives that were
printed on the back of each census form. Their inclusion implies a desire by the BIA to
introduce greater standardization into the enumeration process and possibly improve the quality
of data collected.
Appearing in the question-by-question definitions and objectives relating to population
coverage were rules for determining who should be considered a member of the family.
Although this provided clarity concerning who should be enumerated, it perhaps also resulted in
the exclusion of American Indians listed on previous rolls or adding those formerly unlisted in
the past. Also appearing in the definitions and objectives were specific instructions about the
order in which family members were to appear on the census within households listed. As
indicated by Table 3, these two population coverage instructions did not appear in any of the
BIA directives issued for 1929, and it was in the directives where the agents were accustomed to
receiving such types of instructions. Unfortunately this opens up the possibility that at least two
population coverage based instructions issued that year may have been overlooked by the BIA
agent.
Also appearing in the 1929 definitions and objectives were instructions for how to record
identification and allotment numbers, an instruction to record date of birth as month, day, and
year, how to record blood quantum, and how to record English names. In addition, there were
instructions to replace the non-standardized enumerator contrived symbols formerly used to
indicate identification number types, and codes for the newly added variable “Marital
Condition.”
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While the inclusion of specific instructions may have served to improve data quality and
provide methodological consistency from that year forward one should keep in mind that it may
also have resulted in the collection of data not strictly comparable to the same measures
appearing on past forms. This does not necessarily preclude the data from being analyzed across
time; it simply means that care must be taken to standardize such differences to the extent
possible prior to their analyses. It is also unclear how closely the agent followed the instructions
listed in the question by question objectives; for example preliminary examination indicates that
some enumerators used fractions to indicate an American Indian’s blood quantum rather than the
codes “F” (full) or “M” (mixed) as the instructions stated.
BIA Annual American Indian Census Protocols from 1930-1934
The annual American Indian Census for 1930 saw major changes to nearly every aspect
of its protocol. The BIA issued Circular 2664 on March 6, 1930 announcing the 1930 data
collection would be collected with another new version of Form 5-128. The form now included
space to collect the tribe of the individual, whether the person was under ward ship, whether the
individual was living at the jurisdiction where enumerated and if not, the name and address of
the jurisdiction where residing. The Month/Day/Year of birth column was replaced with “Age at
Last Birthday.” The new form dropped the column for “Indian Name” perhaps signaling that
American Indian name usage was no longer viewed as common practice. And, the column for
the variable enabling the linkage of individuals back to prior year census forms was dropped as
well.
A few weeks later, Circular 2676 cautioned that the census form should be filled out
exactly as instructed by the question by question objectives listed on its reverse side. The 1930
census would mark the first time information from the forms would be machine-read and
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tabulated; agents were cautioned to collect and record the census information in a uniform
manner so as to facilitate the new procedure. This circular also announced a change to who
should appear on the census form – only those persons living on June 30, 1930, discontinuing the
practice of one-year carry overs for those dropped from the rolls due to death or other
circumstances.
A supplement to Circular 2676 issued less than a month later attempted to make clear
which American Indians the agent should enumerate on the census – “only Indians enrolled at
your jurisdiction living on April 1, 1930.” This definition was meant to include not only those
enrollees who were living on the reservation, but those who were enrolled and living somewhere
else. Notably, the “as of” date the censuses were meant to reflect was changed from June 30,
1930 to April 1, 1930. This directive altered a key piece of methodology that had been in place
since 1885, possibly resulting in census timing errors if the change appearing in the supplemental
circular was not duly noted by the agent.
The instructions on the back of the form contained a myriad of new directives for that
year which expanded coverage of who should be enumerated within a family unit, the order in
which individuals should be listed within that unit, and the order in which family units should
appear on the form. Instructions for how to list plural wives and their children were dropped.
An instruction to code an individual’s “Tribe” rather than “Band” attempted to consolidate the
different groups where possible, i.e. to record “Ute, rather than Pahvant, which is a band of Ute.”
Although this practice may have helped the BIA sort out which tribes were where,
misinterpretation of the instruction may have also resulted in some inadvertent lumping of
unique tribes in certain jurisdictions.
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As mentioned earlier the line number from the previous year’s census had been dropped
from the 1930 census enumeration form, creating linkage difficulties of the 1930 census to past
year censuses for anyone wishing to work with these linkages. Moreover, instructions were
issued to list an allotment and/or annuity number if an individual had both an American Indian
and an English name despite the fact that the form no longer had a place to specifically record an
American Indian name. In addition, there were changes made to how date of birth, and degree of
blood should be categorized plus added instructions for the new variables appearing on the form.
An instruction for how to code gender also appeared in the question by question objectives; no
change was made to how it was measured in past enumerations.
As seen in Table 3, both sides of Form 5-128 remained unchanged for years 1931-1934,
but circulars issued during this time period added several variables and provided instruction for
their collection (See Circulars 2739, 2777, 2830, 2897, and 2977). Evidently, the error in
dropping “last year’s census line number” for the 1930 enumeration was quickly realized and
starting in 1931, agents were instructed to divide the column for “relationship to Head” in two,
utilizing the additional column on the right-hand side to record “Line number at last census.”
During that same year, agents were told to include non-enrolled heads of households on the lists,
without assigning them line numbers. Beginning in 1932, BIA circulars instructed enumerators
to record a woman’s maiden name beneath her married one, thus facilitating the ability to link
women with their origin families and households. Also in 1932, agents were instructed to record
the actual month, day, and year of birth for each individual along with “Age at last birthday.”
Circular 2939 issued on August 12, 1933 made finer distinctions as to who should be
included on the rolls, and how to assign “Tribe” for babies born of parents with differing tribal
heritage. The classification codes for “Degree of Blood” were changed so that actual fractions
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should be recorded. Again, note that this coding change instruction did not appear in the
question by question instructions found on the reverse side of the enumeration form.
BIA Annual American Indian Census Protocols from 1935-1936
The BIA suspended full-blown enumeration activities during 1935-1936, (see Circular
3034), instead requiring documentation of all additions and deletions to the previous year’s roll.
Neither the census form nor the instructions on the back reflected any changes made to the
protocol during those two years. The circular issued was both confusing and complex. The 1935
count was to include two separate time periods – additions/deletions occurring during April 2,
1934 – January 1, 1935, and corrections to the previous roll that had covered the period from
January 1, 1934 – April 1, 1934. Names of additions were to be recorded in alphabetical order,
and in place of the individual’s “Last census roll number”, agents were instructed to list the
number belonging to that of the household’s head.
The 1936 enumeration called for just one period of addition/deletion coverage (January 1,
1935- January 1, 1936, although for some reason agents were told they could submit a full
census if they wished. Not surprisingly, census enumerations have been located that appear to
list all of the tribal members rather than just additions and deletions. Further research will need
to be conducted to determine the extent to which this occurred. Agents were also told that up to
nine separate lists could be returned to the OIA, including additions, deletions, births, deaths, etc.
Moreover, Circular 3119 made clear the importance of accurately determining the tribal
designation for children being added to the rolls. This designation was seen as permanent since it
would be used as the primary indicator of a child’s tribal rights. Enumerators were told not to
record “Degree of Blood” as “Mixed.” Also, enumerators were instructed to record on the
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bottom of each page, the number of individuals/males/females, with the grand total tallied on the
last page.
Not all agents followed instructions issued for 1935 and 1936, perhaps in part because the
census form and question by question instructions and objectives were not altered to fit the
expectations for those years. Moreover, as mentioned the circular calling for the abbreviated
versions was quite confusing.
BIA Annual American Indian Census Protocols from 1937-1939
No directives have been found pertaining to the 1937 census but it would appear from
microfilmed copies of the census collections examined thus far, a full census was conducted that
year. It also appears that a new printed version of the census form was issued that reinserted the
column used to record the last year’s census number for each individual. Not all agents made
use of this new form however, based upon a limited examination of microfilmed censuses
collected that year. It is also not known whether any instruction changes were issued relative to
this enumeration year.
After 1937, the BIA returned to the practice of requiring supplemental censuses and in
1938 a Supplemental Census form was issued. It replaced the column formerly reserved for an
individual’s line number with one that identified the family head’s last known census line
number. Other variables dropped from the form included the added/dropped individual’s
allotment/id numbers, ward-ship status, and all of the form-specific variables that had previously
been located on the top of the form. Some BIA agents did repeat the 1935-1936 methodology of
simply providing lists of additions and deletions for the remaining years of the program, while
others continued to provide full-blown censuses. Again, no documentation on what the
methodology should have been has been discovered, although one source available through the
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National Archives suggests that the supplemental census method became the standard for the
remaining years of the program (see National Archives Records Administration 2014).
Conclusion
Despite some of the problems highlighted by this research, one should not lose sight of
the fact that the 1885-1940 BIA Annual American Indian Census Program was a remarkable
success on many levels and has great potential for researchers today. It spanned more than half
of a century and collected a significant number of important core demographic variables fairly
consistently across the life of the program for individuals representing many tribes. It may be
the only source of annual individual and family level data available for American Indians during
the time period, and the existence of it allows for a detailed study of American Indian life course
trajectories that until recently was not possible. There were long periods of stability where no
change was made to protocols and although the purpose for doing it was adjusted somewhat
across time the BIA never lost sight of its main charge – that of enumerating individuals of
American Indian tribes under federal supervision.
That being said, use of the data produced by the BIA Annual American Indian Census
program without first considering the relationship between the various sources of instruction is
not advisable. As demonstrated in this paper, the relationship between the sources used to
communicate the protocol was not always seamless and sometimes contradictory, thereby having
the potential to impact the enumeration process in unforeseeable ways. Also, the sheer number
of variables collected across time as well as any modifications made to them along the way
makes it challenging to make generalizations about consistency of subject matter. Additionally,
there are issues not addressed by this paper that researchers should consider prior to embarking
on analyses of BIA Annual American Indian Census data, for example, the ways in which an
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agent’s interpretation of the protocol and/or motivation to compile accurate enumerations may
have affected data quality.
Therefore, researchers should still exercise caution when attempting to analyze the data.
Not every tribe or reservation was enumerated every year of the program and some tribes were
never enumerated. Moreover, some tribes may be difficult to track from year to year due to the
occasional shifting of which agency enumerated them. While it was sometimes confusing about
who should be enumerated, it does appear from the circulars and directives and the question by
question objectives that considerable effort was made toward sorting that out. Still, it can be
difficult to determine the accuracy of the population coverage. Agent notes found on the
enumeration forms themselves may provide clues for certain tribes and/or years but that
information was not collected in a systematic fashion. It is also imperative to keep in mind that
NARA microfiches are the most reliable source of BIA Annual American Indian Censuses;
unlike many of the internet sources, they have not edited the content of materials and in some
cases include birth rolls, death rolls, marriages rolls, divorce rolls, and recapitulation pages.
Another area of concern are instances where the BIA added variables to the enumeration
protocol via a circular or directive but no new census forms were issued to systematically
implement those additions. This was particularly problematic during 1916 through 1928
although fortunately, the core demographic variables appear to have been relatively unaffected.
Also, according to preliminary examination of the completed census forms there is often a time
lag between agencies as to when adjustments were actually implemented – resulting in changes
not always being made in the initial year expected.
More methodological research needs to be done on how these and other areas of concern
affected overall data quality within and between agencies. Also, additional searches for program
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documentation need to be conducted. For researchers wanting to use this data source, initially it
may be best to restrict investigations to specific regions or tribes of interest in order to more
easily gauge the effectiveness of the program protocol components on its actual implementation.
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Table 1. Variables to be collected by the BIA Annual American Indian Censuses According to BIA
Directives, Census Forms, and Question x Question Instructions 1885-1940 a
1885

18861888

18891907

19081910

19111914

1915

19161918

1919

19201926

1927

1928

1929

19301940

A

X

X

X

X
A

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X

American Indian Name
English Name
Surname
Given Name
Woman’s Maiden Name

A
A

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
D
A
A

D

Sex

A

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Age
Date of Birth
Age at last birthday
Date of Birth MDY

A

X

X

X

X

D
A

X

X

X

X

X

X

D
X
A

A
A

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
D

X

X

X

X

X

A

X

Individual Level Variables
Census line # this year
Census line # last year
Census # Head last year

Additions- exact BD
Deletions – exact DD
Relationship

A

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Marital Status
Tribe of Individual

A

Blood Quantum
ID patents/shares
Annuity/Allotment
Number
ID American Indians not
Tribal Members

A

A

X

X

X

X

X
A

X
X

X
X

X
X

A

X

X

X

X

X

Jurisdiction enrolled
Post Office
County
State
If ward of state
Form Specific Variables
Reservation Tribe
Reservation Name
Reservation State
Census MDY
Agency
Agent Name
Agent Official Title

X
X
A

A
A
A
A
A

A
A
A

A
X
X
X
X
A

X
X
X
X
X
X
A

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

a “A”

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

indicates the time period where the variable was initially introduced. “X” indicates the variable continued to be collected
during the time period. “D” indicates the time period where a variable was dropped. Some periods had variables that were
added and then dropped, or dropped and then added. In those cases, whichever was in effect earliest in the time span is
recorded.
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X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Table 2. Changes to Protocol of the BIA Annual Census Program Post-1885 a
Year

Any Change to
Methodology

Any Change to
Stated Purpose

(1)

(2)

(3)

1886
18871888
1889
18901907
1908
19091910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
19221926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
a

Any Change to
Appearance of
Form
(4)

Any Change to Variables Collected
(Addition of, deletion of, and
recoding of)
(5)
X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

Shaded rows indicate no change to any of the components that year or years.
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Table 3. Specific Protocol Adjustments and Methods of Implementation into the BIA Annual American
Indian Census Program 1886-1937
Census
Year

Adjustment
Type

(1)
1886

(2)
Variable

(3)
Added: census specific information

1889

Form
Variable

New Form: Typeset Form Issued
Added: more census specific information

X
X

1908

Form
Variable

New Form: Issued
Added: agent’s official title

X

1911

Form
Variable

New Form: Issued
Added: line number at last census

X
X

1915

Form
Variable

New Form: Issued
Redefined: “Age” becomes “Date of Birth”

X
X

1916

Methods

Coverage: list all American Indians under
charge including off reserve
Coverage: 1 year carryover for people who
died since last census
Coverage: all additions must be
authenticated and approved
Instruction: Enumeration can be based off
of prior list
Instruction: list families alphabetically
Added: IDs if receiving patents in fee or
tribal funds

X

Variable

Specific Adjustment

Directive
Issued

Form
Adjusted

(4)

(5)

X
X
X
X
X

1917

Methods

Instruction: submit 2 copies where annuity
payments are being made

X

1919

Variable

Added: IDs for American Indians under
charge but not tribal members

X

1920

Stated
Purpose

Enumerations are the basis for determining
property rights for American Indians
enrolled in tribe
Added: exact birth dates for those added
to rolls
Added: exact death dates for those deleted
from rolls

X

Variable

30

X
X

QxQ
instruction
Provided
(6)

Census
Year

Adjustment
Type

Specific Adjustment

Directive
Issued

Form
Adjusted

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

1921

Methods

Coverage: make 2 separate lists of those
residing on and off reservation

X

1927

Variable
Form

Added: Individual Allotment Number
Additional page to packet: recapitulation

X
X

1928

Variable

Added: Blood Quantum

X

1929

Methods:

Coverage: All changes to tribal rolls must
be listed including babies who were born
and died within fiscal year
Coverage: Definition of who is family
member
Coverage: Count children away at boarding
school
Instruction: Ordering of individuals within
family groups
Instruction: Census rolls must be based on
actual enumeration
Take care to record precise DOB for new
babies born and still living – can determine
inheritance rights
Revised Form: Issued
Change: Question x Question objectives
added to back of census form
Change: Presentation changed from
portrait to landscape
Change: Columns added in for variables
that had been collected in prior years with
no form change -- ID/Allot #s, exact birth
dates, blood quantum
Change: English Name column divided in
two – surname, given
Added: Marital condition
Redefined: Precise labels to identify
difference between allotment, annuity,
and id numbers

X

Stated
Purpose
Form

Variable
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QxQ
instruction
Provided
(6)

X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

Census
Year

Adjustment
Type

Specific Adjustment

Directive
Issued

Form
Adjusted

(1)
1930

(2)
Methods

(3)
Coverage: Record only individuals living as
of 6/30/1930
Coverage: Enumeration date revised to
“individuals enrolled at your jurisdiction as
of April 1, 1930”
Instruction: How to record certain data as
forms are to be machine read and
tabulated
Instruction: Definitions of Who/how and in
what order individuals should be listed are
expanded
Instruction: Instructions for how plural
wives and children should be listed
dropped
Instruction: Instruction to list at least 1 ID
if individual has both and American Indian
and an English name – without leaving
space to have both names
Instruction: How to code gender
Revised Form: Issued
Added: Tribe of Individual
Added: Whether Individual has property
under wardship
Added: Whether individual living at agency
where enrolled
Added: If not, address where living
Dropped: American Indian Name
Dropped: Line number Individual listed on
from last census
Redefined: “Date of Birth” changed to
“Age at Last Birthday”
Redefined: Blood quantum codes

(4)
X

(5)

QxQ
instruction
Provided
(6)

X

X

Coverage: Include Non-enrolled heads on
the census sheet and designate with the
code “NE” in column reserved for line #.
Re-added: Line # at last census

X

Added: Record woman’s maiden name in
addition to married
Re-added: Record “Date of Birth” in
addition to “Age at Last Birthday”

X

Form
Variable

1931

Methods
Variable

1932

Variable

32

X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X
X

Census
Year

Adjustment
Type

Specific Adjustment

Directive
Issued

Form
Adjusted

(1)
1933

(2)
Methods

(3)
Instruction: How to assign tribe for
children of mixed tribe parents
Coverage: Include wives of heads that are
white or not enrolled in the same
jurisdiction and designate with the code
“NE” in column reserved for line #.
Coverage: to be included on census,
intermarried Non-American Indians must
be adopted into the tribe and approved by
the department
Coverage: Dead American Indians should
not be recorded on list
Redefined: Blood quantum codes

(4)
X

(5)

Instruction: Only additions and
subtractions to 1934 are to be submitted in
two batches – one covering time period
4/2/34-1/1/35 and one to make
corrections to time period 1/1/34 - 4/1/34.
Instruction: Previous year’s line # for the
household head should be substituted for
individuals if an addition to the rolls
Dropped: Woman’s maiden name

X

Instruction: Additions/subtractions for 1
time period only
Instruction: Agents told they can submit a
full census if they wish
Instruction: Up to nine separate roles
should be returned
Assignment of child’s tribe meant to
determine inheritance rights
Added: Tally of individuals/males/females
on bottom of each page

X

Variable
1935

Methods

Variable
1936

Methods
Methods
Methods
Stated
Purpose
Variable

1937

Methods

1938

Form
Variable

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X

Coverage: Full census collected
Revised Form: Supplemental Census Form
Issued
Added: Head of Family last census line #
Added: County if jurisdiction where
enrolled is of another name

33

X
X
X

QxQ
instruction
Provided
(6)

Census
Year

Adjustment
Type

Specific Adjustment

Directive
Issued

Form
Adjusted

(1)

(2)

(3)
Dropped: All form-specific variables at top
of the form except Agency and Reservation
names
Dropped: Whether individual is a ward
Dropped: Individual’s allotment/other ID
Dropped: Individual’s line # on last census
Redefined: “Exact” added to “degree of
blood” column

(4)

(5)
X

34

X
X
X
X

QxQ
instruction
Provided
(6)
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Affairs Annual Census Program and its Protocols as a Source of Information about American
Indians, 1885-1940” with examples of the protocols used to implement the BIA Annual
American Indian Census program. It contains documentation of enumeration lists collected
prior to 1885, a copy of the Act of July 4, 1884 (23 Stat. 76, 98) that called for an annual
American Indian census, documentation for the first BIA Annual American Indian Census
conducted in 1885, and then from 1886 through 1939, documentation for years in which there
were changes to any of the protocols. Types of protocol the reader will find throughout this
appendix are copies of BIA directives and circulars sent to BIA agents, examples of the
completed censuses, and beginning in 1929, examples of the question by question objectives.
Although great care was taken to include all relevant documentation, it is possible that some
pertinent information may have been inadvertently overlooked.
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Appendix A. BIA American Indian Census Documentation

1. Circulars and examples of lists maintained prior to the implementation of the
Annual American Indian Census Program in 1885.

2

3

4

5

6

7

Relevant excerpts from document above: "It is the purpose of this office, on January 1, 1877 or as soon thereafter as the
instructions herein contained can be carried into operation, to commence a new system in issuing subsistence supplies to
the Indians."
“It is presumed that the files of your agency will show the number of families in each band of Indians, and the number of
persons in each family. If such is not the case you will make it your first duty to obtain accurate information on these points,
and if you have any reason to doubt the correctness of the census heretofore taken by you or your predecessor, a new

8
census should be taken at the earliest date possible. Having thus obtained a list, showing the head and number of each
family, every such head should be provided with a Ration Check, (blanks for which will be furnished you as soon as they can
be printed), and he should be required to present this check upon each weekly issue day. "
"It should be clearly and forcibly impressed upon the Indians that no supplies whatever will be issued without the
presentation and “punching” of such check, or upon any other day of the week than that assigned by you for the particular
band to which the Indian belongs, and that its loss, or any attempt to use it, or to overreach you in obtaining increased
rations, will only result to the detriment of the Indian, thus careless or dishonest.”
Source: NARA Microfilm Publication M1121
Records of the Bureau of Indian Affairs Procedural Issuance: Orders and Circulars 1854-1955
Roll 5 Miscellaneous Circulars 1854-1885 Year:1877 Issued:1876 Circular: A

9

Circular showing Annuity Pay-Roll List Example 1877

10

11

12

13

Relevant excerpts from document above: "New blanks for “Annuity Pay-Rolls” have been adopted by this office, ( supply
of which will be forwarded to you as soon as they can be printed), and which will be used in all payments after July 1, 1877
consisting of 3 forms as follows:
Form 1 contains the proper heading at the top of page 1.
Form 2 is for intermediate sheets when necessary. (These forms are prepared for use on both sides).
Form 3 is the last sheet and contains the certificates.
It is considered very desirable that hereafter these rolls should be made up so as to present, from year to year, a concise
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record of the tribe, and you will therefore, so far as possible, be governed by the following instructions:
1st, The pages must be numbered consecutively from 1 up to and including the page containing the certificates.
2nd, The individuals who are entitled to receive per capita payments, must be numbered consecutively from 1 to the end.
3rd, Families should be entered separately, commencing with the head of the same, and followed by the names and a brief
description of all the persons for whom he or she is entitled to draw the per capita.
4th, It is customary to allow the name of an individual who has died during the year to be carried on the rolls for one
payment after such death. In these cases, a ? should be made on the roll, stating the fact of the death, giving an
approximate date, and where, in case of births, new names are brought on the Rolls, a similar entry, as to date, should be
made.
5th, The manner of making up these Rolls is indicated in the following example:
6th, Names of children should be given in all cases where possible, the agent insisting on their being names, before entering
them on the Roll, but in case of failure of this, enter them as son or daughter.
7th, A space of three or four lines should be left between families so that additional names may be added in cases of
births."
Source: NARA Microfilm Publication M1121
Records of the Bureau of Indian Affairs Procedural Issuance: Orders and Circulars 1854-1955
Roll 5 Miscellaneous Circulars 1854-1885 Year:1877 Issued: March 1877
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Circular calling for Supply Voucher Census Roll 1877

16

17

Relevant excerpts from document above: "You are directed to comply with the requirements of DATE?, page 26, relative
to forwarding a copy of the “Census Roll” therein alluded to, to this office, at the earliest practicable moment. "
Source: NARA Microfilm Publication M1121
Records of the Bureau of Indian Affairs Procedural Issuance: Orders and Circulars 1854-1955
Roll 5 Miscellaneous Circulars 1854-1885 Year:1877 Issued: June 1877
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Circular calling for Supply Voucher Census Roll 1878

Source: NARA Microfilm Publication M1121
Records of the Bureau of Indian Affairs Procedural Issuance: Orders and Circulars 1854-1955
Roll 5 Miscellaneous Circulars 1854-1885 Year: 1878 Issued: January 1878, Circ. No 6

19

2. Act of July 4, 1884 (23 Stat. 76, 98) Chapter 180

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

Source: “Public Acts of the Forty-Eighth Congress of the United States”. Library of Congress. Downloaded from
https://www.loc.gov.law/help/statutes-at-large/48th_congress.php
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3. Circulars and examples of BIA Annual American Indian Census Protocols 1885-1915
Year: 1885

Source: NARA Microfilm Publication M1121
Records of the Bureau of Indian Affairs Procedural Issuance: Orders and Circulars 1854-1955
Roll 1 Miscellaneous Circulars Unnumbered Orders October 18, 1884- November 13, 1913 Year: 1885 Issued: April
6, 1885, Circ. No 148

43
1885 Colville Census – Tribe, Reservation Name, and Date Included

Source: Heritagequestonline.com

44
1885 Mohave Census: Tribe Name is the only Census site identifier Included

Source: Heritagequestonline.com

45
1885 Quapaw Census: No Census site dentifiers are included

Source: Heritagequestonline.com

46

Year: 1886

1886 Mohave Census: Heading for name of tribe replaced with reservation name, state, and month/day/yr

Source: Heritagequestonline.com

47
1886 Ponca Census: No other Census site identifiers included.

Source: Heritagequestonline.com

48
1886 Paiute Census: No Identifiers at all are included

Example Source: Heritagequestonline.com

49

Year: 1889

Source: Heritagequestiononline.com

50

Year: 1908

Source: Heritagequestonline.com

51

Year: 1911

Source: Heritagequestonline.com

52

Year: 1913

Source: Heritagequestonline.com

53

4. Circulars and examples of BIA Annual American Indian Census Protocols
1916-1928
Year: 1916

54

Source: NARA Microfilm Publication M1121
Records of the Bureau of Indian Affairs Procedural Issuance: Orders and Circulars 1854-1955
Roll 11 Numbered Circulars, 1001-1400 July 8, 1915-March 5, 1918 Year: 1916 Issued: April 13, 1916. Circ. No.
1106

55

56

Year: 1917

57

58

Source: NARA Microfilm Publication M1121
Records of the Bureau of Indian Affairs Procedural Issuance: Orders and Circulars 1854-1955
Roll 11 Numbered Circulars, 1001-1400 July 8, 1915-March 5, 1918 Year: 1917 Issued: 27 Apr 1917. Circ. No. 1254

59

60

Year: 1919

61

Source: NARA Microfilm Publication M1121
Records of the Bureau of Indian Affairs Procedural Issuance: Orders and Circulars 1854-1955
Roll 12 Numbered Circulars, 1401-1900 March 5, 1918-June 30, 1923 Year:1919 Issued: 7 May 1919 Circ. No 1538

62

Source: HeritageQuestOnline.com

63

Year: 1920

Source: NARA Microfilm Publication M1121
Records of the Bureau of Indian Affairs Procedural Issuance: Orders and Circulars 1854-1955
Roll 12 Numbered Circulars, 1401-1900 March 5, 1918-June 30, 1923 Year: 1920 Issued: 22 Nov 1919 Circ. No 1580

64

65

66

Source: NARA Microfilm Publication M1121
Records of the Bureau of Indian Affairs Procedural Issuance: Orders and Circulars 1854-1955
Roll 12 Numbered Circulars, 1401-1900 March 5, 1918-June 30, 1923 Year: 1920 Issued: 21 Apr 1920 Circ. No 1604

67

Source: Heritagequestonline.com
Note: This agent included Allotment Number and Degree of Blood without being instructed, perhaps in response to
comments written in Circular 1604 under the Statistical and Census sections of the directive.

68

Year: 1921

69

70

Source: NARA Microfilm Publication M1121
Records of the Bureau of Indian Affairs Procedural Issuance: Orders and Circulars 1854-1955
Roll 12 Numbered Circulars, 1401-1900 March 5, 1918-June 30, 1923 Year: 1921 Issued: 18 Apr 1921 Circ. No 1671

71

72

Source: Heritagequestonline.com

73

Year: 1927

74

Source: NARA Microfilm Publication M1121
Records of the Bureau of Indian Affairs Procedural Issuance: Orders and Circulars 1854-1955 Roll 13 Numbered
Circulars, 1900-2500 July 5, 1923-October 3, 1928 Year: 1927 Issued: 15 Apr 1927 Circ No. 2316

75

76

Source: Heritagequestonline.com

77

Year: 1928

78

Source: NARA Microfilm Publication M1121
Records of the Bureau of Indian Affairs Procedural Issuance: Orders and Circulars 1854-1955 Roll 13 Numbered
Circulars, 1900-2500 July 5, 1923-October 3, 1928 Year: 20 Apr 1928 Circ. No 2438

79

Source: Heritagequestonline

80

5. Circulars and examples of BIA Annual American Indian Census Protocols 1929

Source: NARA Microfilm Publication M1121
Records of the Bureau of Indian Affairs Procedural Issuance: Orders and Circulars 1854-1955
Roll 14 Numbered Circulars, 2501-3000 October 6, 1928-ca. June 20, 1934 Year: 1929 Issued: 3 Nov 1928 Circ. No.
2509

81

Source: NARA Microfilm Publication M1121
Records of the Bureau of Indian Affairs Procedural Issuance: Orders and Circulars 1854-1955
Roll 14 Numbered Circulars, 2501-3000 October 6, 1928-ca. June 20, 1934 Year: 1929 Issued: 10 Jan 1929 Circ. No.
2509 (Supplement)

82

83

Source: NARA Microfilm Publication M1121
Records of the Bureau of Indian Affairs Procedural Issuance: Orders and Circulars 1854-1955
Roll 14 Numbered Circulars, 2501-3000 October 6, 1928-ca. June 20, 1934 Year: 1929 Issued: 22 Mar 1929 Circ. No.
2570

84

Source: Accessgeneology.com

85

Source: Heritagequestonline.com

86

6. Circulars and examples of BIA Annual American Indian Census Protocols
1930-1934
Year: 1930

87

Source: NARA Microfilm Publication M1121
Records of the Bureau of Indian Affairs Procedural Issuance: Orders and Circulars 1854-1955
Roll 14 Numbered Circulars, 2501-3000 October 6, 1928-ca. June 20, 1934 Year: 1930 Issued: 6 Mar 1930 Circ. No.
2664?

88

Source: NARA Microfilm Publication M1121
Records of the Bureau of Indian Affairs Procedural Issuance: Orders and Circulars 1854-1955
Roll 14 Numbered Circulars, 2501-3000 October 6, 1928-ca. June 20, 1934 Year: 1930 Issued: 14 Apr 1930 Circ. No.
2676

89

Source: NARA Microfilm Publication M1121
Records of the Bureau of Indian Affairs Procedural Issuance: Orders and Circulars 1854-1955
Roll 14 Numbered Circulars, 2501-3000 October 6, 1928-ca. June 20, 1934 Year: 1930 Issued: 8 May 1930 Circ. No.
2676 (Supplement)

90

Source: Accessgeneology.com

91

Source: Heritagequestonline.com

92

Year: 1931

Unable to locate the Circular No. 2739 referenced in Circular 2777
Source: NARA Microfilm Publication M1121
Records of the Bureau of Indian Affairs Procedural Issuance: Orders and Circulars 1854-1955
Roll 14 Numbered Circulars, 2501-3000 October 6, 1928-ca. June 20, 1934 Year: 1931 Issued: 26 Jun 1931 Circ. No.
2777

93

Source: Accessgenealogy.com

Source: Heritagequestonline.com

94

Year: 1932

95

96

97

98

Source: NARA Microfilm Publication M1121
Records of the Bureau of Indian Affairs Procedural Issuance: Orders and Circulars 1854-1955
Roll 14 Numbered Circulars, 2501-3000 October 6, 1928-ca. June 20, 1934 Year: 1932 Issued: 20 Nov 1931 Circ. No.
2830

99

Source: Accessgenealogy.com

100

Source: Heritagequestonline.com Note that in this example the enumerater is providing codes for Blood Quantum that
did not go into effect until the 1933 census.

101

Year: 1933

102

103

104

105

Source: NARA Microfilm Publication M1121
Records of the Bureau of Indian Affairs Procedural Issuance: Orders and Circulars 1854-1955
Roll 14 Numbered Circulars, 2501-3000 October 6, 1928-ca. June 20, 1934 Year: 1933 Issued: 5 Dec 1932 Circ. No.
2897

106

Source: Accessgenealogy.com

107

Source: Heritagequestonline.com

7. Circulars and examples of BIA Annual American Indian Census Protocols
1935-1936
Year: 1935

108

109

110

111

112

Source: NARA Microfilm Publication M1121
Records of the Bureau of Indian Affairs Procedural Issuance: Orders and Circulars 1854-1955
Roll 15 Numbered Circulars, 3001-3399 June 22, 1934-April 7, 1941 Year: 1935 Issued 25 Oct 1934 Circ. No. 3034

113

Source: Accessgenealogy.com

114

115

116

117

118

119

Source: Accessgenealogy.com

120

Year: 1936

121

122

123

124

125

Source: NARA Microfilm Publication M1121
Records of the Bureau of Indian Affairs Procedural Issuance: Orders and Circulars 1854-1955
Roll 15 Numbered Circulars, 3001-3399 June 22, 1934-April 7, 1941 Year: 1936 Issued 26 Oct 1935 Circ. No. 3119

126

Source: Accessgenealogy.com

127

128

Source: Accessgenealogy.com

8. Circulars and examples of BIA Annual American Indian Census Protocols
1937-1939
Year: 1937
Unable to locate any BIA circulars for this year

Source: Accessgenealogy.com

129

130

Source: Accessgenealogy.com

Year: 1938

Unable to locate any BIA circulars for this year

131

Source: Accessgenealogy.com

Year: 1939

Unable to locate any BIA circulars for this year

132

